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Determination of rate constant of the
Photochemical  reaction

What is photochemical reaction 
A photochemical reaction is a specific type of 
reaction in which proceeds by the interaction 
of photons example – all free radical 
reactions, cycloaddition reaction of olefins 
etc. 



Rate constant and its determination 

 The rate constant (K) of a rate law is a constant of proportionality between 
the reaction rate and the reactant concentration the exponent to which a 
concentration is raised in a rate law indicates the reaction order the degree 
to which the reaction rate depends on the concentration of a particular 
reactant 

 Determination of rate constant of reaction-

 Consider a following reaction below 

A*  +  B                   P   

Rate = (A*)(B) (Bimolecular) 



 If we assume that the reaction occurs from the triplet state only 

 the rate of reaction is experessed in the terms of quantum yield (фR) of the disappearance of 
the reactant or the appearance of the product like as 

 In above equations a curve plotted between 1/фR against 1/[B] should be linear. In this case 
фISC  can be obtained from interrupt and the slope /intercept ration is known as KISC / KR   

 The rate constant (KR) for the reaction can be determined by the method of competition 

 the reaction is carried out in presence of a third substance which quenches the reactions 
chemically or physically. In this case if the triplet state of the photochemically excited reactant 
is the intermediate and if the quenching step is: 

A + Q                            A + Q    Kq[A][B] 

Hence the quantum yield of the reaction is: 3фR = ф Kr[B]/Kisc +  Kr[B] +Kq[Q} 





Effect of light intensity on the rate of 
photochemical reactions 

 The rate of photochemical reactions is highly affected by intensity of light. 
There are two main important effects of light intensity, such as :

1.When one photon is absorbed: when one photon particle or quantum is 
absorbed by one molecule for excitation in the reaction, this type of reaction is 
called monophotonic photochemical reaction and the rate of the reaction 
depends upon 

a. If reaction is unimolecular: In unimolecular reaction the rate of 
photochemical reaction is directly proportional to intensity of light (I) 

b. If reaction is bimolecular: If atoms or radicals recombine bimolecularly 
during the reaction the rate of reaction is equal to  under root of light intensity 
like square root of I. in this case, lifetime of  intermediates may be obtained 
form variation of rates when the incident light is interrupted by a sector dise
which rotates at different speeds 



When two photons are absorbed :

 When two photons particles of incident light are absorbed by one molecule or 
more such type of reaction is called biphotonic photochemical reaction , 
which occur by the interaction of two excited molecules here the rate of 
reaction is directly proportional to square of light intensity . Because of their 
long life triplet states are involved in the second of these process and provide 
a mechanism by which cleavage of high energy bonds takes place and this 
may be affected by lower energy of photon particles 



THANK YOU 
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